
 

I've been playing GTA V for a few weeks now and I'm curious as to what the list of props is. What we know so far: -There are
no props in the game because you can steal any prop you see. Cars, trees, even houses! -You can buy and sell buildings and
businesses like they were real estate. You can make money by opening up small businesses like diners or barber shops - those
piddly little things that people actually use! Not those big monoliths called skyscrapers that only serve as fuel for overinflated
property prices (or as an answer to personal inadequacy). -You can buy and sell houses like they were cars. Instead of selling it
for a ridiculous price, you could actually set the value of the home to how much it costs to modify. Like if you went all out on
luxury, the house might be worth more! -Anyone can get on with criminal nonsense. Any character can go out and break into
homes by throwing explosives under them until the house starts to cave in...happy ending! This was confirmed by Rockstar!
Also he said that there is no list of props because you don't have to buy prop shops or pay taxes - just steal them or blow them
up. This means that these items are not "undervalued" but rather thoughtlessly thrown together. -Cars a a a a a a a a cool! -I'm
assuming these buildings were not really meant to be houses. It seems as if this is more of an oversight than anything else. I
really wish they didn't go this route. It's dumb and ruins the game. I think some sort of small businesses or prop shops would
have been fine, as long as they didn't disrupt realism too much. I mean, you can watch TV at home! I don't watch TV so I should
be able to burglarize a house, add a few rugs and paintings from Home Depot and call it a day? I'm sorry but this is the kind of
thing that would only be fun to do in multiplayer with friends. It's not worth all the effort in single player where there are other
things to do. -I hope buildings aren't just a free for all. So say if someone wanted to build a large shopping center or modern art
museum. Some kind of government regulation would have to be put in place so that the environment doesn't get completely out
of hand. I'd rather not turn Los Santos into Dubai or Tokyo... that would be terrible. -This is the one positive thing that can come
out of this. If you could steal or modify cars then maybe you could do the same with buildings. So if I wanted to make an
underground casino, I'd have to go through the process to make it happen.

That's basically it. Thanks for reading! 

The article was featured on "Kotaku" online news website! http://kotaku.com/the-journey-to-turning-a-gta-v-prop-into-a-
fullly-1748392701 http://www.reddit.
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